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October 30, 2017 12:59 pm ET Order a reprint print of Article Square on Monday, the company announced square register, an all-in-one registry that combines the company's hardware and software in a single freestanding unit. Previously, Square customers had to buy their own iPads and set that up with the company's
reader dongle and software. The registry merges two tablets together - one for the cashier and one for the consumer. The company says it has built the product for larger customers who are becoming an increasingly-important part of the business. Square got its start selling payment-processing capabilities to small mom-
and-pop stores that were ignored by traditional payment companies. But the square has become more attractive to larger retailers, thanks in part to its set of other business services after processing payments. Big retailers, which means that those making more than $125,000 in annual sales, accounted for 46% of all
money flowing through the Square system in the last quarter, up from 42% the year before. The new $999 registry is just one way Square hopes to attract larger businesses. The company's hardware chief, Jesse Dorogusker, notes that the new Square offers significant cost savings compared to traditional systems.
Businesses typically spend thousands of dollars on spot sales systems, Dorogusker says. Companies that choose a new register will also save a little transaction costs. For Square Register customers, Square drops its traditional card-based fee to 2.5% per transaction, from 2.75%. There is also a processing fee of 10
cents per transaction. Dorogusker sees the square's new register replaced by giant beige and grey boxes made by older payment processors. At first glance, we actually made a case for another device for the iPad, which probably reflects the years Dorogusker spent working at Apple. Before Square, Dorogusker was
Apple's director of engineering for iPhone, iPad and iPod accessories. Square CEO Jack Dorsey added that the register's buyer facing the display - a separate screen that shows customers what they will pay for - addresses one of the biggest pain points cited by larger retailers. The company says there's an addressable
market of 700,000 small and medium-sized enterprises that could benefit from the registry. Payment systems are, of course, already big business. In 2016, market leader NCR reported $674 million in revenue from its point-of-sale hardware systems. That compares with just $44 million in hardware revenue for Square in
2016. About 85% of Square's $1.7 billion in revenue last year comes from its transaction-based fees. On Monday, the company announced Square Register, an all-in-one registry that combines the company's hardware and software in one freestanding unit. An error has occurred, please try again later. Thank you This
article was posted on Picture: Jonas Leupe on UnsplashApple Pay's highest-ranking payments (P2P) system in terms of payment payments prevent fraud and the protection of personal data according to the first ever ranking of mobile payment systems in consumer reports. The Czech Republic has included Apple Pay,
Cash App Square, Facebook P2P Payments in Messenger, Venmo and Zelle on the basis of payment verification security, data security, privacy, customer support and wide access. Apple Pay came out on top because of its top security brand. It limits the information it collects and shares about users, does not store
credit or debit card numbers, and does not sell personal information to third parties. Zelle, the newer payment system used by many big banks and satellites, ranked lowest of the five methods but was still rated as good overall. According to the CZECH Republic, Zelle's app lacks features that take you away from
accidentally sending money to the wrong person. This could happen if you misspelled the phone number. Zelle told CR that it will soon require shippers to confirm recipients before they send money to them. G/O Media can get a CommissionCubii For Under-Desk EllipticalBut it's not just on Zelle that people are sending
money to the wrong person–this is happening in all applications. Here's what CR recommends to minimize this risk as well as fraud: Take a few seconds to opt for stronger security: All apps, except Apple Pay, require you to opt for stronger security settings, such as a private feed or adding a PIN. Send money only to
people you know: Scammers know that P2P systems send funds immediately and there are no laws that can reverse payment if you are fraudulent. Be careful. Get all the details right: In the same note, make sure you have the correct username or phone number for the person you're sending money to. Update your
apps: Old software makes you vulnerable to hackers and other security breaches. So turn on automatic updates. Why Apple Pay is the highest-rated Mobile P2P payment service | Consumer Reports These reports, an excerpt and edited by Barron, were released recently by investment and research firms. News is a
choice of thinking analysts; should not be considered as views or recommendations of Barron. Some reporting issuers have provided or hope to provide firms that are analysed with investment banking or other services. In tribute to Sandler O'Neill's 7th Birthday and partners on May 8, we met with a number of executives,
including Bill Sheedy, executive vice president of global strategy group Visa. We believe his 26 years at Visa give him a uniquely insightful view of his future. Sheedy said, among other things, that Visa is trying to engage in any project that has the potential to affect customers and merchants. Translation: Visa is likely to
be at the negotiating table with any fintech company that seeks to participate in payment system innovations. The theme that attracted investor issues at our meeting can be a massive opportunity created by business-to-business transactions. Sheedy described the B2B opportunity as even bigger than its consumer-
focused consumer-focused businesses around the world that accept payments on the Visa network. We do not change our earnings per share estimates for 2019, 2020 and 2021. Our $167 price target is based on the 27th EPS estimate for 2020. Emerson Electric EMR-NYSE Overweight Price $67.53 at September 7
Morgan Stanley Research Company manufactures commercial, industrial and gas-and-oil systems for measurement, analysis and control. It remains our top pick, after a sluggish fiscal second quarter. Weather, canal inventory and upstream pause are also known temporary sources of slowing traffic and sales. But this
year it turns out that low expectations were not low enough. In other words, fail to disrupt what we still believe is the beginning of a large investment cycle. The backwind, which slowed underlying orders to 4% in March, from 5% to 10% in January-February, is now well documented in the industrial world. The pick-up of
industry stocks in the short term, slow energy spending upwards and weather winds have been a source of disappointment for the long-term cycle-oriented investor base, but they should be temporary and do not distort our positive view of Emerson's process automation markets over the next two to three years,
especially given the less certain growth dynamics elsewhere in the sector. We are gaining confidence from last week's flowserve (FLS) report and believe [Flowserve and Emerson] don't go away for long. Flowserve posted one of its strongest aftermarket-mix quarters in five years, while Emerson still sees refinery
maintenance is on the rise. Oil and gas rose somewhere above 40% in the first quarter of 2019, with growth of 19% in the first quarter of 2019. This remains one of the most investable topics in our coverage of the universe. We raise our target share price from $77 to $84 apiece. FleetCor Technologies FLT-NYSE Buy
Price $248.66 on May 7 by BTIG The payment-systems company reported a first-quarter 2019 adjusted EPS of $2.67, outpacing the consensus estimate of $2.64. The beat was made possible by organic revenue growth of 11% on a foreign exchange-neutral basis. Based on FleetCor's first quarter of 2019 and
expectations of stronger fuel prices, management increased its adjusted EPS guidance from $11.47 to $11.77 in fiscal 2019, ranging from $11.40 to $11.70. It added that its management centre - $11.62 - was down 13 cents as a result of a higher-than-expected share buyback, driven by the repurchase of employee
shares as well as several stock undermining related to Nvoicepay's acquisition. We reiterate our Buy at FleetCor and price target of $288, based 19 times our fiscal-2021 estimated adjusted earnings per share of $15.18. FleetCor is well positioned to see a continuation of its recent operating momentum, and our bull's
view of the stock is further supported by the management's statement of expectation that the company is activity will increase this year after a quiet 2018. Management noted that customer retention during the first quarter of 2019 was 92%, while new bookings increased by 12%. We believe that the multiple we use is
appropriate given our expectations that the company will maintain mid-to-high sales growth in the medium term. Management said its expectations for fiscal 2019 revenue growth remained unchanged at 9% to 11%. Today's conference call provided an update on the four growth initiatives. In the first, Beyond Fuel, it
showed off fuel cards that allow holders to make additional business purchases authorized by their employers. The company has 5,000 active card clients who make such purchases, resulting in an increase of 40% per-client revenue. Management [plans] to make the program available to more than 100,000 clients before
2019 revenue. Three other initiatives focused on toll payments, accommodation and ancillary corporate expenses. In order for the material to be considered for this section, it should be Research@barrons.com. Research@barrons.com.
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